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CAPITAL CITIES + WINE COUNTRY + BEACHES
Journey through Spain and Portugal,
and discover cosmopolitan capitals, a
rejuvenated wine region, and a stretch of
coastline that’s a well-kept European secret.
By Anja Mutić
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Clockwise, from top left: The narrow streets
of Bairro Alto, Lisbon; a café table facing the
Douro River, Porto, Portugal; a view from Do
Ana Beach in Lagos, the Algarve, Portugal;
a tiled wall in Madrid; a Madrid table ready for
tapas. Opposite: Ediﬁcio Metrópolis, Madrid
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While Spain has long been an in-demand destination,
and never more so than now, with its food renaissance and
cultural currency, Portugal, once its sleepy neighbor, is these
days a patch of sophisticated attractions and must be
considered a can’t-miss part of any trip to the area. Our
two-week itinerary unlocks the essence of these two countries
with stops in four singular destinations: two cosmopolitan
capitals—Madrid and Lisbon, the former dancing to the
explosive beat of ﬂamenco, the latter swaying more softly
to the melancholy rhythms of fado; an up-and-coming wine
region in Portugal’s Douro Valley; and the beaches of the
Algarve, an oasis of laid-back charm in Portugal’s south.

1970s after the collapse of Franco’s dictatorship. In
Madrid, Spanish traditions such as long lunches
and dinners at 10pm blend seamlessly with modern habits like upscale shopping and la marcha:
partying till the sun comes up.
Madrid’s city center is blessedly compact, a
breeze to traverse on foot or on the inexpensive
and easily navigable metro and bus networks,
so you can take in several neighborhoods in a
day. The hectic Gran Vía is the principal artery
through downtown, and home to high street clothing shops like Zara and Mango. On either side of
it spread the central barrios. The trendy enclave
of Chueca, just north of the Gran Vía, is Madrid’s
prime gay neighborhood, though these days it’s a
stomping ground for the fashionable set regardless
of sexual orientation. A few streets west, the mazelike Malasaña neighborhood, once the haunt of la
movida, attracts alternative types to its bohemian
bars and leafy squares, especially on weekends
when the ﬁesta literally takes over the streets. A
multicultural note prevails in the edgy adjoining
quarters of Lavapiés and La Latina to the south,
thanks to a large inﬂux of immigrants in recent

MADRID
A CUTTING-EDGE CAPITAL
FULL OF TRADITION
 FIRST LEG 
Strategy: Allow three days in Madrid to sample the city’s
highlights, from world-renowned art museums to bohemian
neighborhoods, daring food offerings, and a penchant for
all-night partying. Late nights aren’t the best way to beat
jet lag, but you’ll ﬁnd the boisterous scene is infectious.

Madrid is a city of extremes. It’s a stronghold of tradition, where bullﬁghts, tapas, and siestas survive
despite the pressures of globalization. Yet it’s also
home to the culinary experimentation of la nueva
cocina, edgy art and fashion, and quirky characters
straight out of a Pedro Almodóvar movie. The
Oscar-winning ﬁlm director did much to dispel
Madrid’s image as a staid, provincial city—along
with other members of La Movida Madrileña, an
art and lifestyle movement that arose in the late

years—here is where you’ll also ﬁnd the most
authentic ﬂamenco bars and some of the city’s
best tapas. Lavapiés also holds El Rastro, a huge
ﬂea market known for bargains and pickpockets.
For swankier (and safer) shopping, the glitzy
northeastern barrio of Salamanca is home to the
city’s ﬁnest designer boutiques (along Jorge Juan,
Ortega y Gasset, and Serrano streets).
Set aside time to explore Madrid’s storied golden triangle of museums clustered in El Centro.
The massive Museo Nacional del Prado is fresh
off a $242 million, 167,000-square-foot expansion.
Rivaling the Louvre in size and esteem, it does
draw a formidable crowd, but devote at least a few
hours to this home of Velázquez’s Las Meninas,
more than 30 El Grecos, and more than 140

Goyas (which, along with some 65 more, appear
in the Goya in Times of War exhibit, through
July 13). Down the block is the Museo ThyssenBornemisza, an amazingly comprehensive collection amassed by a Swiss baron and his family
in the 1920s, with examples from nearly every era
of Western art since the 13th century (including
works by Tintoretto, Rubens, Renoir, Van Gogh,
and Pollock). For contemporary art, venture south
to Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía,
on the edge of Lavapiés. The star painting in this
Clockwise, from top: Plaza Mayor, Madrid; Monument to
Alfonso XII in Parque del Retiro, Madrid; the principal dome
inside the Cathedral of Amudena, Madrid. Opposite, from
top: View of San Isidro Cathedral in the distance, Madrid;
detail of ﬂoral stone carving from a Portuguese cathedral
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designed by all-stars such as Jean Nouvel, David
Chipperﬁeld, and Norman Foster. Right off Plaza
Descalzas, intimate Hotel Laura offers mod loftstyle, duplex, and standard units at great prices. The
chic Hotel de las Letras, in a renovated mansion
right on the Gran Vía, offers the best value, with its
literature-themed rooms.
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gelée (reserve a table at least a week in advance).
Award-winning El Chaﬂán in northern Chamartín
is another forward-thinking choice, helmed by
chef Juan Pablo Felipe Pablado. Loft 39 is a snazzy
boîte known for creative dishes like grilled ox with
liver sauce and salted mushrooms. For stellar tapas,
Juana La Loca in La Latina offers fantastic pinchos
(small bites), best washed down with a glass of
cava, a Spanish sparkling wine. A night at a tablao
(ﬂamenco show) can’t be skipped; catch big-name
dancers and singers at Casa Patas. Or sip a martini
at Art Deco classic Museo Chicote on the Gran Vía,
once a favorite haunt of Hemingway and Sinatra.
Madrid’s lodging scene has undergone a boom in
recent years. At the top still sits pricey Hotel Ritz,
with a central location and perks like a wellness
center and the wood-paneled Velázquez bar. Highrise Hotel Puerta América may be a 15-minute taxi
ride from El Centro, but its dazzling rooms were

IN PORTUGAL’S NORTH,
A HISTORIC PORT AND A
BURGEONING WINE REGION
 SECOND LEG 
STRATEGY: While it’s only a one-hour ﬂight from Madrid,
Porto marks a radical shift in your journey, crossing a border
and changing language, ambience, and cuisine. Spend one
day sampling languid, riverside Porto, then rent a car and drive
northeast for three days in the Douro River Valley, where the
charms of the vineyards are matched by a fresh crop of top-ofthe-line hotels and restaurants.
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converted hospital is Picasso’s masterpiece,
Guernica. On the ground ﬂoor, Arola Madrid serves
imaginative tapas courtesy of celebrated chef Sergi
Arola; try the deconstructed patatas bravas (spicy
potatoes) or the divine pork carpaccio as you dine
under the stunning red ceiling.
The heart of old Madrid is its 17th-century
Hapsburg quarter, centered between the emblematic Plaza Mayor, the Plaza de la Cebada, and
the Palacio Real. Cobblestone Plaza Mayor, ﬁrst
designed in 1619 and subsequently reconstructed
in 1790 by Villanueva, the architect behind the
Prado, has witnessed bullﬁghts as well as executions
(modern-day bullﬁghts take place in the city’s far
northeast, at the legendary Las Ventas). Madrid’s
royal home lies west of Plaza Mayor, where the
palace, cathedral, and theater are grouped on the
edge of Campo del Moro park. These areas tend to
be pricey and touristy but are worth a wander.
For a lazy afternoon of mingling with Madrileños,
there’s no better stroll than through 330-acre Parque
del Retiro in the city’s east. Built by King Felipe IV
in the 17th century as royal hunting grounds, the
elegantly manicured oasis has been open to the
public since 1868.
Madrid’s restaurant scene is highly regarded, and
for good reason. In addition to the peerless tapas
available in nearly any hole-in-the-wall tavern,
Madrid has been party to one of the more avantgarde food movements of the last decade: la nueva
cocina, in which soups are turned solid and ice
cream is served piping hot. Cavernous, all-white
Dassa Bassa in Salamanca is a good choice for such
experimental fare. Try a dry martini encased in an
olive-size sphere or almond soup with ginger ale

PORTO
� THE
DOURO
VALLEY

DOURO VALLEY
One of the world’s oldest demarcated wine regions
(since 1756), the Douro Valley is marked by
twisting roads and gaping gorges. The unassuming
provincial center of Peso da Régua, the pretty village of Pinhão, and the picturesque ancient town
of Lamego are the main destinations. Traditional
Douro quintas (vineyards) have become some of
the hottest destinations on the international wine
circuit. This is largely thanks to a group of local
winemakers, known as the Douro Boys (though
one is a woman), who banded together in 2002
to promote the region’s wines. This group went
beyond port, producing widely hailed dry red table
wines with regional grapes.
It’s best to book tours of the local quintas

PORTO
The cultural capital of Portugal’s north is small,
compact, and just right for a daylong ramble.
Most famous for the namesake sweet wine that’s
produced here, Porto rises alongside the Douro
River in a tangled streetscape of church spires,
colorful rooftops, wrought-iron balconies, and
peeling facades. Stretching through northern
Spain and Portugal, the Douro is one of Iberia’s
most important rivers, and Porto is the last
merchant stop before it empties into the Atlantic.
Start your day in medieval Ribeira, Porto’s riverfront city center and a UNESCO World Heritage
site, where ﬂat-bottomed rabelo sailboats loll and
old black-clad women chat on street corners. Get
lost in this warren of alleyways before crossing
the river for an afternoon of sampling port in Vila
Clockwise, from top left: Vineyards along the Douro River,
Portugal; a room at the Quinta de Romaneira, Douro Valley,
Portugal; small rabelo sailboats loaded with casks off Porto,
Portugal. Opposite, from top: Porto reﬂected off the Douro
River at sunset; the arresting Casa da Música in Porto

Nova de Gaia, a suburb easily reached by taxi or
bus. Its numerous wine lodges offer informative
tasting tours; the best are available at Graham’s
Port Wine Lodge and Sandeman Cellars.
Back across the bridge in Porto, the Museo
de Arte Contemporanea de Serralves hosts a
stellar collection of Portuguese and international
contemporary art. Its surrounding 44-acre garden
contains sculptures and fountains designed by
Porto’s own Álvaro Siza Vieira, one of the nation’s
most esteemed architects.
Close by is Porto’s true architectural showpiece, the striking Casa da Música by famed
Dutch architect Rem Koolhaas. Even if you
can’t attend a performance there, take time
to explore the hall, and head upstairs to the
sleek Kool restaurant for Mediterranean fare
in a skylighted space with views of the city.
Porto has decent hotels, but the best choice
for value and atmosphere is the historic Pestana
Porto in Ribeira; for nonpareil vistas, book a
river-facing room.

MAKING IT HAPPEN
Sherman’s Picks:
Ħ=Smart Splurge

the huge spa offers holistic treatments. The 18thcentury riverside Vintage House Hotel in Pinhão
was once the region’s only luxury property and
is now its best value. For top cuisine try Régua’s
Douro In, where Portuguese fare with global
accents is served in a hypermodern riverside setting. At recently opened D.O.C., between Régua
and Pinhão, local celebrity chef Rui Paula turns
out updated versions of Portuguese classics—like
roasted kid with giblets and golden potatoes.

THE
ALGARVE
PORTUGAL’S
UNSPOILED SOUTHERN
COASTLINE
 THIRD LEG 
STRATEGY: The radiant Algarve coast, stretching from
the rugged western reaches of Sagres to serene Tavira,
near the Spanish border, has long been popular with Europeans, yet remains almost unknown stateside. Allow four
days to explore the eastern and western ends of the coast,
steering clear of the tacky central region. It is a scenic and
leisurely ﬁve-hour drive here from the Douro Valley, but
you can also ﬂy from Porto to Faro and rent a car there.

The bright beaches of the Algarve present a pleasant contrast to the Douro Valley’s rolling hills
and woodsy charm. The 99-mile coastline of this
maritime province stretches from Cape

From top: A secluded beach on the Algarve coastline,
Portugal; the chapel of Nossa Senhora da Graça inside the
Fortaleza de Sagres, the Algarve region. Opposite: Houses on
the hill in Porto, Portugal

9=Great Value

MADRID
WHERE TO STAY

ĦHotel Ritz Plaza de la Lealtad 5;

34/91-701-6767; from $835/night;
ritzmadrid.com
Hotel Puerta América Avenida de América
41; 34/91-744-5400; from $318/night;
hotelpuertamerica.com
Hotel Laura Travesía de Trujillos 3;
34/91-701-1670; from $160/night;
room-matehotels.com
9Hotel de las Letras Gran Vía 11;
34/91-523-7980; from $300/night;
hoteldelasletras.com

DINING AND
ENTERTAINMENT
Dassa Bassa Villalar 7; 34/91-576-7397;
entrées from $35, 8-course tasting menu for
$105; dassabassa.com
El Chaﬂán Avenida Pío XII 34; 34/91350-6193; entrées from $56; elchaﬂan.com
Loft 39 Calle Velazquez 39; 34/91-432-4386;
entrées from $16; restauranteloft39.com
Juana La Loca Plaza Puerta de Moros 4;
34/91-364-0525; tapas from $8
Casa Patas Calle Cañizares 10;
34/91-369-0496; admission, with a drink, $50;
casapatas.com

WHAT TO DO
Museo Nacional del Prado Paseo del Prado;
34/91-330-2800; museodelprado.es
Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza Paseo del
Prado 8; 34/91-369-0151; museothyssen.org
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina
Sofía Calle Santa Isabel 52; 34/91-774-1000;
museoreinasoﬁa.es

WHERE TO STAY

ĦPestana Porto Praça da Ribeira 1, Porto;
351/22-340-2300; from $305/night;
pestana.com
ĦQuinta da Romaneira Cotas, Alijó;
351/25-473-2432; from $1,578/night,
all-inclusive; maisonsdesreves.com
Quinta do Vallado Vilarinho dos Freires,
Peso da Régua; 351/25-432-3147; from
$142/night; quintadovallado.com
Aquapura Douro Quinta do Vale Abraão,
Samodães; 351/25-466-0660; from
$460/night; aquapurahotels.com
9Vintage House Hotel Lugar da Ponte,
Pinhão; 351/25-473-0230; from $200/night;
relaischateaux.com
DINING
Kool Casa da Música, Avenida da Boavista
604-610; 351/22-609-2876; entrées from $32,
5-course degustation menu for $64;
restaurantekool.com
Redondo Cotas, Alijó; 351/25-473-2432;
maisonsdesreves.com
Douro In Avenida João Franco, Peso da
Régua; 351/91-660-2399; entrées from $22;
douro-in.com
D.O.C. Estrada Nacional 222, Folgosa;
351/25-485-8123; entrees from $19, degustation menu for $70

WHAT TO DO
Graham’s Port Wine Lodge Rua Rei Ramiro
514, Vila Nova de Gaia; 351/22-377-6330;
grahams-port.com
Sandeman Cellars Largo Miguel Bombarda
3, Vila Nova de Gaia; 351/22-374-0533;
sandeman.eu
Museo de Arte Contemporanea de
Serralves Rua D. João de Castro 210;
351/22-615-6500; serralves.pt

Casa da Música Avenida da Boavista 604-610;
351/22-012-0220; casadamusica.com
Boat and Train Tours via Aris Douro
Avenida Teixeira de Sousa 11, Alijó;
351/25-995-9112; arisdouro.com
Quinta da Pacheca Cambres, Lamego;
351/25-431-3228; quintadapacheca.com

THE ALGARVE
WHERE TO STAY

ĦVila Joya Praia da Galé, Albufeira;
351/28-959-1795; from $715/night, includes
breakfast; vilajoya.com
Pousada de Tavira Rua D. Paio Peres
Correia, Tavira; 351/28-132-9040; from
$293/night; pousadas.pt
Hotel Quinta do Lago Almancil;
351/28-935-0350; from $560/night; hotel
quintadolago.com
Pousada de Sagres–Infante Sagres;
351/28-262-0240; from $223/night;
pousadas.pt
9Memmo Baleeira Vila de Sagres;
351/28-262-4212; from $208/night;
memmohotels.com
DINING
Alcatruz Rua Capitão Jorge Ribeiro 46; Santa
Luzia de Tavira; 351/28-138-1092; a two-course
meal from $24, octopus for two, $32
Vila Joya Praia da Galé, Guia;
351/28-959-1795; entrées from $67, 5-course
tasting menu for $191; vilajoya.com
Casa Velha Quinta do Lago;
351/28-939-4983; entrées from $45, 4-course
degustation menu, with wine, for $124;
restaurante-casavelha.com
São Gabriel Estrada Vale do Lobo, Quinta
do Lago; 351/28-939-4521; entrées from $48,
4-course degustation menu for $94;
sao-gabriel.com
Vila Velha Rua Patrão Antonio Faustino,
Sagres; 351/28-262-4788; entrées from $21;
vilavelha-sagres.com

LISBON
WHERE TO STAY

ĦBairro Alto Hotel Praça Luis de
Camões 2; 351/21-340-8288; from
$380/night; bairroaltohotel.com
Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Rua Rodrigo da
Fonseca 88; 351/21-381-1400; from $630/
night; fourseasons.com/lisbon
Hotel Britania Rua Rodrigues Sampaio 17;
351/21-315-5016; from $237/night;
hotel-britania.com
As Janelas Verdes Rua das Janelas Verdes
47; 351/21-396-8143; from $380/night;
asjanelasverdes.com
9Chiado Regency Lisboa Rua Nova do
Almada 114; 351/21-325-6100; from
$283/night; hotelregencychiado.com
DINING
Bica do Sapato Avenida Infante D. Henrique,
Armazém B; 351/21-881-0320; entrées from
$22; bicadosapato.com
Eleven Rua Marquês de Fronteira, Jardim
Amália Rodrigues; 351/21-386-2211; entrées
from $45, tasting menu from $109;
restauranteleven.com
Pap’Açorda Rua da Atalaia 57–59;
351/21-346-4811; entrées from $22
Cantinho do Bem Estar Rua do Norte 46;
351/21-346-4265; entrées from $10
Sr. Vinho Rua do Meio à Lapa 18;
351/21-397-2681; admission, with two drinks,
from $38; restsrvinho.com

WHAT TO DO
Castelo de São Jorge Rua da Costa do
Castelo; 351/21-880-0620; castelosaojorge.
egeac.pt
A Brasileira Rua Garrett 120;
351/21-346-9541; abrasileira.pt
Elevador de Santa Justa Rúa do Ouro;
carris.pt
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through your hotel. The most highly recommended
are the ﬁve Douro Boys vineyards—Quinta do
Vale Meão, Quinta do Vale D. Maria, Quinta do
Crasto, Niepoort, and Quinta do Vallado, which
has a cozy inn in a revamped 18th-century manor.
A great place to learn the difference between
tawny, ruby, and vintage ports is a tour and tasting
at Quinta da Pacheca, a family-run winery which
is currently building a 14-room hotel, slated to
open by the end of 2008.
One of the joys of discovering the valley is
driving among the steep hills, regal manor houses,
medieval churches, and tiny villages. A boat tour
in a rabelo (which traditionally transports port) or
a ride along the river in an 18-century steam train
are two leisurely ways to view the region.
Recently opened, the exclusive Quinta da
Romaneira, on 990 acres of a historic wine estate,
offers elegant suites and apartments and, starting
in June, the high-end Redondo restaurant. The
rates are steep but cover meals, cooking lessons,
and a range of activities. Asian-inspired Aquapura Douro Valley, built into the hillside and
refurbished from an old quinta, offers chic rooms
in the main building that exude a Zen ambience,
while villas come with plunge pools and vineyard
views; two restaurants serve gourmet cuisine, and

St. Vincent, Europe’s southwesternmost point,
to the town of Vila Real de Santo António on the
banks of the Guadiana River, the natural border
between Portugal and Spain. With glorious yearround weather and ﬁrst-rate beaches, the Algarve
coast has been a favorite with European tourists
since the 1970s, yet it remains relatively free of the
crowds that plague counterparts like Spain’s Costa
Brava. One exception is the Algarve’s central coast,
with high-rise hotels and gaudy chain restaurants.
Stick to the west coast around Sagres and the east
shore around Tavira to avoid tourist hordes. In
each, you’ll ﬁnd whitewashed hamlets surrounded
by almond, ﬁg, and orange groves, as well as a smattering of top-end hotels and restaurants. From the
eighth through the 13th centuries, this region was
under Moorish control, and the remnants of that
age, from ruined forts to ﬂavors in the local cuisine,
echo the cultures of medieval North Africa.
Faro, on the central coast, is the Algarve’s hub,
but we recommend heading east straightaway to
the pretty, historic town of Tavira, located slightly
inland on the banks of Rio Gilão. Walk up to
the ruins of a Moorish castle above town for a
dazzling view of its palm-fringed gardens, church
spires and terra-cotta roofs. Take the ferry to Ilha
de Tavira and wander its gorgeous dune beaches,
then travel west from Tavira to the ﬁshing village
of Santa Luzia, dubbed the octopus capital, for its
local specialty. No-frills restaurant Alcatruz makes
a mesmerizing octopus dish called polvo suado (a
slow-cooked “sweaty octopus,” you’ll need to order
at least two hours ahead). Bed down at Pousada
de Tavira, with spruced-up rooms inside a 17thcentury Graça Convent.
Continuing west, stop in the pleasant Moorish
town of Albufeira and, on Praia da Galé beach a
few miles out, the high-brow Vila Joya. This is the
area’s most exclusive (and expensive) small hotel,
with elegant terraced rooms and a restaurant
with two Michelin stars in a lovely hibiscus- and
lavender-scented garden. For lower rates, the large
and luxurious Hotel Quinta do Lago, next to a
nature reserve, has a gym, Turkish bath, and more.
Casa Velha, a farmhouse restaurant, is right next
door, serving adventurous dishes like crab cappuccino and lobster pancakes. Another notable eatery,
São Gabriel, specializes in French-Mediterranean

PORTO AND
THE DOURO
VALLEY
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MAKING IT HAPPEN
� SMART SPLURGES
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Mid- to late summer is the least expensive time of year to make this Perfect Trip. Yet while the lodging prices drop, the
temperatures soar, and Madrileños and Lisboetas alike pack up and leave their cities, yielding some shuttered restaurants
and bars. If milder temperatures and more boisterous city scenes are a priority, June or September’s slightly higher rates
are worth it. The Algarve, on the other hand, has hotels full to bursting through late July and August, and inﬂated prices
to match the demand. Early or late summer ﬁnds waters equally swimmable, sun nearly as intense, and prices more
reasonable. Winter and much of spring is cold, wet, and dreary in Porto and the Douro Valley, so the ideal time to visit
is from late summer through the fall harvest, when there are daily festivities and you (or at least your feet) can even
participate in the crushing of the grapes.

Torre de Belém Avenida de
Brasília; 351/21-362-0034;
mosteirojeronimos.pt
Antiga Confeitaria de
Belém Rua de Belém 84–92;
351/21-363-7423;
pasteisdebelem.pt
Fundação/Museu Calouste
Gulbenkian Avenida de
Berna 45A; 351/21-782-3000;
gulbenkian.pt
Oceanário de Lisboa Esplanada
D. Carlos I; 351/21-891-7002;
oceanario.pt

GETTING THERE
AND AROUND
MADRID
Delta, Continental, American,
Iberia, and others operate direct
ﬂights from New York to Madrid’s
Barajas Airport (MAD), eight
miles northeast and a 30-minute
taxi ride from the city center.
Factor in seven hours of ﬂying
from New York; eight hours from
Chicago; from Los Angeles,
tack on ﬁve hours and a stop en
route. You can get around the city
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center easily on foot or using the
convenient metro and bus networks. Tourist travel passes ($15
for three days), valid on all public
transportation, are a good bet.
PORTO AND THE
DOURO VALLEY
There are several direct one-hour
ﬂights between Madrid and Porto
daily, available on both Iberia and
TAP Portugal. Rent a car in Porto
(Auto Europe has the best rates;
Hertz also has offices) to drive to
the Douro Valley. The distance
from Porto to Peso da Régua is
about 60 miles (1.2 hours); to
Lamego, it’s 67 miles (1.25 hours);
Pinhão and Alijó are about 75
miles away (1.5 hours).
THE ALGARVE
TAP Portugal offers several daily
ﬂights from Porto to Faro, with a
stopover in Lisbon. If you decide
to ﬂy, rent a car with airport
pickup in Faro. Alternatively, it’s
a relatively easy drive from Porto
south to the Algarve. Faro is 346
miles away (6 hours); it is 378
miles to Sagres (6.5 hours); Tavira
is 360 miles away (6 hours).
LISBON
It’s an easy northbound drive from
the Algarve to Lisbon. From Faro,
it’s about 170 miles (3 hours); it’s
204 miles (3.5 hours) from Sagres;
and 187 miles (3.2 hours) from
Tavira. Lisbon is easily explored
on foot or by electric tram and
metro. The Lisboa Card is a smart

buy ($51 for three days); it gets
you transport and access to museums. TAP Portugal, Continental
and United offer nonstop ﬂights
to Newark (eight hours in the air);
add on a couple of hours and a
stop somewhere in Europe and/or
the United States for Los Angeles
and Chicago.

SMART OPTIONS FOR
AN EXTENDED TRIP
BARCELONA Madrid vies
for attention with Spain’s “other
capital”—Mediterranean beauty
Barcelona—so try to include it on
this trip. One of Europe’s trendiest
cities, it’s an epicenter of forwardthinking style, fanciful Catalan
Moderniste architecture (Gaudí,
anyone?), twisting medieval
streets, celebrated Catalan cuisine
and a nightlife scene that rivals
Madrid’s. A two-day foray will
let you soak up Barcelona’s cosmopolitan and progressive vibe.
For cheap ﬂights from Lisbon,
see Clickair (clickair.com), Iberia’s
low-cost offshoot.
SEVILLE One of Spain’s
most unforgettable small cities,
Seville is a showcase of Moorish
architecture, orange tree–ﬁlled
squares and lovely gardens. Once
you’ve seen the stunning Alcázar
castle complex, wander through
the charming Barrio de Santa
Cruz, see the sun go down over
the Guadalquivir River, and then
savor the regional tapas and the

ﬂamenco dancing for which this
Andalucian town is known. TAP
Portugal offers nonstop ﬂights
from Lisbon to Seville.
AZORES Nearly 1,000 miles due
west of Portugal, this autonomous
Portuguese island chain, said
to be the site of Atlantis, offers
whalewatching, biking, sailing, and
golﬁng. You can bed down in a
converted windmill (moinhodabibi
.com) or inside 16th-century São
Sebastião fortress (pousadas.pt)
overlooking the Atlantic. TAP
Portugal and SATA International
have direct ﬂights (2.5 hours) to
the islands of Terceira and São
Miguel; SATA offers islandhopping ﬂights (visitazores.org).
MADEIRA Most famous for
its sweet namesake wine, this
Portuguese island (about 530
miles southwest of the mainland)
offers lush subtropical ﬂora, excellent surﬁng and golf, and spirited
nightlife in the island’s capital,
Funchal. Four-star properties
abound, including the longstanding Cliff Bay (cliffbay.com)
and Reid’s Palace (reidspalace
.com), plus trendy newcomers
like Choupana Hills Resort & Spa
(choupanahills.com). The year
2008 is the 500th anniversary
of Funchal’s founding, and a big
celebration is slated for August
21. TAP Portugal and SATA
International offer 1.5-hour
nonstop ﬂights from Lisbon
(madeiraislands.travel).
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COST CALENDAR

HELICOPTER TOUR TO CABO DA ROCA
For an exceptional bird’s-eye view of Lisbon and its coast,
nothing beats a panoramic 20-minute helicopter ﬂight
to Cabo da Roca, a lighthouse-topped promontory
that forms the westernmost point of mainland Europe.
Described by the 16th-century Portuguese poet Camões
as “where the land ends and the sea begins,” the Cabo is
simply stunning from above. You’ll take off from Cascais
Municipal Airport and soar over the beautiful Guincho
beach, the Cabo itself, and the mountains of Sintra on the
way back. $528 for three people, through A Vida é Bela;
avidaebela.com
GUIDED WINE TOUR OF THE DOURO VALLEY
To live it up in the Douro Valley without having to drive
or arrange activities, Cellar Tours is the go-to agency.
Among their offerings is a guided daylong wine tour
from Porto, with a private guide who picks you up in a
Mercedes and takes you for a scenic drive to Régua.
There you take a two-hour cruise in a private rabelo
toward Pinhão. After lunch at Vintage House, you’ll enjoy
a VIP tasting at Quinta da Pacheca winery. Tailor-made
tours are available, too. $1,040/person; cellartours.com

Clockwise from above: The Elevador da Bica funicular climbs one of Lisbon’s steepest hills; the Church of Santa Engracia, and the
Monastery of Sao Vicente de Fora viewed from the Hotel Palacio Belmonte, Alfama, Lisbon; Bica do Sapato restaurant, Lisbon
Opposite: The Statue of King Christ, Lisbon

delicacies like pigeon-breast étouffé with chickpea
puree and uses organic ingredients.
On the western edge of the Algarve, Europe
ends in sheer cliffs on the edge of the vast Atlantic. Windswept Sagres is a quiet village fringed by
superior beaches. Historically more famous is its
twin St. Vincent Cape, a promontory that Henry
the Navigator used as a retreat. Nearby Fortaleza
de Sagres, a 15th-century fortress, is where Henry
gathered the leading astronomers, cartographers, and
adventurers of the Renaissance, and is still home to
the huge Rosa dos Ventos, an ancient stone compass.

The top lodging choice in Sagres is Pousada de
Sagres-Infante, a mansion overlooking the fort and
the lighthouse, with oceanview rooms, a swimming
pool, and tennis courts. You’ll get a better bang for
your buck at the newly renovated Memmo Baleeira,
with balconied rooms, a pool, lush gardens, and
a well-equipped spa. The area’s best restaurant is
Dutch-owned Vila Velha, where herbs handpicked
from the garden ﬂavor dishes like stuffed quail in a
muscat wine-and-raisin sauce.

LISBON
A LAID�BACK CITY INFUSED
WITH NEW ENERGY
 FOURTH LEG 
STRATEGY: Make the easy drive north to Lisbon. It is a
capital city that, unlike frenetic Madrid, whispers rather than
shouts. Finish your journey here over three days, exploring its
ancient charms and brand-new developments.

A decade ago, Portugal’s capital had a backwater
feel. Since then, playing host to the1998 World Exposition and the 2004 Euro soccer championships
inspired urban renewal projects and brought more
than 10 million visitors to town. Now the beauty of

PALACE SOJOURN IN LISBON
Spend a night in one of 11 palatial suites at exclusive
Palácio Belmonte, one of Lisbon’s oldest structures,
built atop fortiﬁed Roman and Moorish walls. At this
hilltop property with stretching views of Lisbon’s rooftops,
no two rooms are alike—one suite, with four ﬂoors and a
private terrace, sits on top of a Moorish tower; another
features 18th-century frescoes. Filled with antiques like
Roman fountains, African artifacts, and more than 30,000
Portuguese tiles, the palácio features a black-marble
swimming pool, a 4,000-book library and ultra-discreet
and expedient service. Pátio Dom Fradique 14, Alfama;
suites from $720/night; palaciobelmonte.com

the aging hilltop quarters, the classic vistas of the
Tagus River, and traditional foods like bacalhau (cod
dishes) are matched by ﬂourishing nightlife, fashion,
and art scenes. Yet saudade, a distinctly Portuguese
sentiment best described as bittersweet longing and
expressed through the melancholic music of fado,
still characterizes the low-key mood of this city.
Built on seven hills on the Tagus riverbanks,
Lisbon centers on the Baixa—or ‘lower town’—with
its broad mosaic-paved streets, neoclassical architecture, and the elegant twin squares of Rossio and
Praça da Figueira. The grand, tree-lined Avenida da
Liberdade extends north of the center and is home
to elegant hotels, fashion boutiques, and restaurants.
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Tagus, past the gentriﬁed docks, or docas, (now
chock-a-block with restaurants, clubs, and bars) to
Belém, the historic waterfront district. There, two
highlights await: a climb to the top of Torre de
Belém, a 16th-century riverside tower, and a
sampling of pasteis de Belém, sinfully delicious
custard cakes, at Antiga Confeitaria de Belém.
For art lovers, Lisbon’s top museum is north
of Belém, at the Fundação/Museu Calouste
Gulbenkian, an excellent collection of Egyptian,
Greco-Roman, Mesopotamian, and Far Eastern art;
the foundation, started by an Armenian mogul, also
presents free concerts and ﬁlm screenings. Venture
to Parque das Nações, the once-decrepit industrial
area bordering the Tagus that was revitalized for
Expo ’98, to view futuristic architecture, including
the city’s tallest building, Vasco da Gama Tower
(currently being converted to a hotel), state-ofthe-art Oceanário (Europe’s largest aquarium), and
the award-winning Gare do Oriente railway station
by star Spanish architect Santiago Calatrava.
The Four Seasons Hotel Ritz still rules the
Lisbon accommodations scene, its elegant rooms
offering knockout city views from private ter-

Enjoying Sherman’s Travel magazine?

Wait until you see what
you can do online!

races. Newcomer Bairro Alto Hotel, housed in a
renovated 19th-century palace, has an unbeatable
central location. Hotel Britania, just off Avenida
da Liberdade, is an elegant boutique Art Deco spot,
while As Janelas Verdes, in the meticulously restored mansion of 19th-century Portuguese novelist
Eça de Queiroz, in the residential Lapa neighborhood, features an intimate top-ﬂoor library. The
best value in town is the Chiado Regency, where
most rooms feature balconies with views of Alfama
and the Tagus.
Lisbon’s most in-vogue restaurant is Bica do
Sapato, a riverside foodie complex inside a converted warehouse co-owned by John Malkovich.
Sample Portuguese mainstays in the cafeteria, classy
Mediterranean in the dining room, and Japanese at
the upstairs sushi bar. Off the Avenida Liberdade
near Parque Edward VII, Eleven affords great city
views and minimalist decor, and boasts the city’s
lone Michelin star for its creative Mediterranean
fare. In Bairro Alto, super-fashionable Pap’Açorda,
one of Lisbon’s ﬁrst gourmet restaurants, has been
dishing out family-style Portuguese dishes like
açorda real, a shellﬁsh and bread stew, since 1981.
Cantinho do Bem Estar is a small Bairro Alto
tavern popular for its ﬁlling portions of no-gimmick
standards like codﬁsh cakes and black pork. Wrap
up your stay with an evening of melancholic fado
music; Sr. Vinho is considered Lisbon’s best place
to hear this traditional sound of Portugal.

    

As an intro to Lisbon’s hilly landscape, take the
iconic ride on the rattling tram 28 from Baixa east
and up through the ancient Alfama neighborhood,
with its Arab accents, past the Sé cathedral. Get off
at Castelo de São Jorge, a pre-Roman fortiﬁcation
perfect for scenic views of the Tagus, a walk along
its ramparts, or a rest stop in the castle gardens
amidst peacocks and swans. Wander back downtown through Alfama’s maze of narrow alleyways,
staircases, and laundry-laden balconies. A ride up
the neo-gothic, wrought-iron, 148-foot Elevador
de Santa Justa tower affords stunning panoramas.
Next, explore Chiado, long the city’s intellectual center and still home to its oldest bookstore,
Livraria Bertrand. Get a caffeine ﬁx at A Brasileira,
a legendary Art Nouveau café that’s been pulling
in Lisboeta writers and artists since 1905; sip your
coffee outside next to the seated bronze statue of
legendary poet Fernando Pessoa. Today, Chiado is
a shopping hub, especially on Rua do Carmo and
Rua Garrett. The adjoining hilltop enclave of Bairro
Alto—a languid place during the day—turns into
party central come nighttime.
For water views, take tram 15 west along the

  



 
    
    
    

